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These assumptions

need to be examined

very carefully ... they

look suspiciously like a

supplier’s view of the

world. As a consumer

I would like to have

choice.

Last year in our reports we started using

the term trust, which implies security

plus integrity of service, and it is good to

see widespread activity from the Liberty

Alliance, Microsoft and many others

which recognizes the importance of the

holistic definition of trust. 

To date the Liberty Alliance has been

positioned as a white knight, seizing the

baton from the forces of darkness, and

establishing standards around identity

for us all that protect our interests.

However it is becoming clear that the

question of how we identify ourselves is

not as simple as might be presumed at

first sight. For example the software

industry and the major ecommerce

retailers are strongly favoring single

signon, as a key to identity management.

Further they are assuming that federation

of identity will be widely accepted

because there are standards and policies

on data sharing and privacy. 

However these assumptions need to be

examined very carefully because they

look suspiciously like a supplier’s view of

the world. As a consumer I would like to

have choice. For example I don’t see

single signon as a major issue; I might

just regard it as a major threat because I

don’t regard all my signons as having

equal security status, and I don’t think it

makes sense to bring them all under one

type of process. 

The perceived wisdom today seems to

be that single sign-on is what users want 

and need, and that collaborations

between suppliers in federated networks

will provide users with integrated product

offerings that simplify transactional

interactions. In this month’s report on

identity we challenge this assumption, 

and suggest that the real user

requirement for flexibility, and particularly

choice in the level of risk they are

prepared to enter into, are being

overridden in the interests of efficient

commercial arrangements. 

Interestingly Microsoft’s efforts in

federated authentication have recently

focused down on the B2B arena,

perhaps wisely addressing near term

requirements and letting others blaze,

what we suggest, is about to become the

much more controversial trail. 

In our report, in addition to challenging

some of the widespread assumptions,

we provide a framework for thinking

about identity to assist you in developing

real business requirements. We conclude

that this is a poorly understood area, and

that Microsoft will not be the only

vendor to trip up on this issue, which is

much more complex than a purely

technological matter. It may take longer

than anyone thinks before acceptable

identity models are hammered out and

adopted enthusiastically by the majority

of users.

Regards

David Sprott

david.sprott@cbdiforum.com
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By Richard Veryard As well as IBM’s Identity Manager,
Microsoft’s Trustbridge and Passport and
Sun’s Network Identity, we must consider
a complex weave of overlapping bodies,
from WS-Identity and the Liberty Alliance
to the Trusted Computing Platform
Alliance (TCPA) and Palladium.

These initiatives represent a huge
amount of effort and innovation on the
part of the leading vendors, but it’s
sometimes been difficult to perceive real
business benefits to the user community.
This has led some commentators to
attribute partisan or even devious
motives to the vendors, and suggest that 
these initiatives are mainly intended to

protect established software vendors
from competition and piracy.

The CBDI Forum intends to provide a
framework for users to assess the value
and relevance of these products,
services and other initiatives.  As the first
step towards this framework, this article
will review some of the technical
offerings for identity management, and
discuss the extent to which these match
real business requirements.

Technical Offerings
Over the course of the summer, we’ve
had announcements and briefings on

Identity is at the centre of any security architecture. The

leading players in the web services game all recognize this

- and this is reflected in a fast growing range of products

and services, and a multiplicity of industry alliances.

However we are concerned that the identity systems

currently emerging are focused on the wrong problem.

They appear to be prompted by superficial concerns of

single sign on and vendor collaboration, rather than a

thorough implementation of a high security architecture.

In this report we provide a framework for considering

identity systems and highlight the real deficiencies of the

leading players’ solutions.

Establishing Requirements
for Identity

Best Practice Report
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– reducing the burden of system
administration. IBM estimates that a
typical customer may have hundreds of 
administrators, and this number can be
reduced to ten or fewer with proper
identity management. Tivoli Identity
Manager may be combined with Tivoli
Access Manager to provide single
sign-on to users across a network of
collaborating business systems and
processes.

While metadictionaries themselves are

not particularly new, IBM claims to be the

only player using this approach to

achieve an integrated solution to identity

management and access management.

Identity management here refers to the

creation and maintenance of identities

(i.e. usernames, passwords, biometrics),

while access management refers to the

use of these identities to provide access

to applications and transactions. Clearly

both are required in a complete solution.

Single sign-on and other
benefits?
Sharing identification and authorization
mechanisms across a network of

collaborating business partners is a
complex problem, which has already
been studied in other domains such as
multi-function smartcards.

All the vendors in our domain use the
mantra of single sign-on to justify their
identity products and services. In its
materials, Sun presents this as the
primary benefit for users, while
businesses gain from various forms of
integration, including user lock-in and
partner lock-in. We have summarized
Sun’s argument in Table 1.

Frankly, we find this emphasis puzzling.
While single sign-on may provide a small
improvement in convenience for low-risk
applications, it is far from obvious that
it enhances security in high-risk
applications. And as web service
champions, while we are happy to
encourage appropriate forms of
integration, we are not convinced that
business collaboration always benefits
from tighter coupling.

We believe that there is a great potential
for the Network Identity concept to
evolve into a properly federated notion of 
identity, which would securely support

identity from IBM, Microsoft and Sun
Microsystems.

Sun has been talking for some time
about its vision of Network Identity,
which it is developing together with other 
members of the Liberty Alliance
Project. This summer it has announced
some infrastructure products to support
the first step towards this vision.

Many commentators saw Microsoft’s
Trustbridge as a direct answer to Sun’s
Network Identity. Trustbridge is a way of
establishing direct user access paths
between business partners. However,
there are some important differences in
style and substance between the Sun
and Microsoft approach, and while their
present product offerings are not that
different, future support seems likely to
diverge significantly – especially when
the vision of Network Identity comes
closer.

IBM’s Tivoli Identity Manager follows
from the recent IBM acquisition of
Metamerge. It establishes a
metadirectory, which produces virtual
joins of user data across multiple
systems. (Over 25 systems and
platforms listed, including various IBM,
Microsoft, Oracle, CA and Novell.)

The focus of this product is on user
administration and identity provisioning.
It handles the synchronization of
identities, provides central audit and
control of user access to resources, and
also deals with password resets. This
should be linked to HR workflows (for
internal users) and to marketing
workflows (for customers and other
external users).  It also provides for
configuration management, with
automatic provisioning of system
resources and services based on user or
system identity. The immediate benefits
of this product appear to be cost-savings 

Feature Stakeholder

Single Sign-on

Tighter business
coupling

User

Enterprise

Enterprise

Supposed Benefit

Convenience

User lock-in

Business partner lock-in

Greater leverage of information

● customization

● affinity marketing

● data mining.

Reduced risk of fraudulent
transaction

Table 1: Benefits of Network Identity (derived from Sun)



been more impressed if they had told me
how many security incidents their system
trapped, and how many false alarms –
because these measures would have
given me a rather better idea of cost-
effectiveness.

Federation
Microsoft’s TrustBridge(1) appeals to
the mutually distrusting autonomous
computing model which we’ve discussed
in previous articles(2). However, they are
also appealing to a notion of federation
which apparently only works between
mutually trusting partners.

The Microsoft white paper discusses
trust between two companies.
Employees of company A are honored
guests (as it were) within company B's
systems. But this notion of trust is not
easily scalable to more complex
networks involving lots of companies. 

The white paper refers to “unauthorized
outsiders”. But different companies may
have different rules about access for
different groups of users, and therefore
someone who would be regarded as
authorized by company A might be
regarded as unauthorized by company B.
For example, company A may give full
privileges to temporary or contract staff,
and may allow external auditors to have
read-only access to all files(3). If company
A gives appropriate credentials to casual
or contract staff, then company B may
be unable to differentiate them from full
employees of company A. This problem
is then compounded when company B’s
systems provide access for company A’s
employees to company C’s systems.

The principle that “each organization
will issue its own credentials” then
apparently implies that each organization
can choose what (if any) distinctions
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looser coupling between business
partners. However, we would expect
demand for this to be limited at present
to fairly sophisticated players with
significant security requirements –
probably concentrated in the finance
sector. Most B2B or B2C applications
will probably start with something much
more basic – and this is the end of the
market at which Microsoft Trustbridge
appears to be currently focused.

Justifying any security mechanism
purely in terms of technical convenience,
efficiency or cost is missing the point. If
a single password is cheaper and faster
than multiple passwords, then the
cheapest and fastest solution might be
not to have any passwords at all. So we
doubt that even the most cost-driven
Finance Director will buy a security
mechanism on technical parameters
alone.

Suppose you were running a bricks and
mortar store.  You might employ security
guards to prevent customers and
employees stealing from the store. But
you don’t just employ the cheapest
guards, you want to employ the most
cost-effective. How much theft do these
guards actually prevent – either through
detection or deterrence? How much do
the guards themselves steal? Sometimes
the most cost effective (and of course
“user-friendly”) security is not to have
any security at all – indeed, some stores
are returning to a “trust-the-customer”
business model, where customers
themselves are trusted to declare the
value of their shopping trolley.

A representative of one of the vendors
told me proudly how many password
requests per second their server could 
handle, and how many millions of users.
Frankly, I wasn’t impressed. I might have 

While single sign-on

may provide a small

improvement in

convenience for low-risk

applications, it is far from

obvious that it enhances

security in high-risk

applications.

continues...
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federated to my identity with the bank –
now what happens if I want to change
my bank?

Much of the energy behind collaboration,
federation and web services has been
predicated on the belief that these
structures can lead to more flexible
and responsive networks of business
services. It now seems that this could be
significantly undermined by an approach
to federation that uses trust and security
as a way of covertly reintroducing
inflexibility and barriers to entry.

Of course, that may be exactly what the
business actually wants, and so this
brings us back to the business
requirements. The flexibility or inflexibility
of business relationships should be
driven by the business requirements, and
we have always supported technological
developments that remove purely
technical inhibitors or distractions to this.

The Nature of Identity
Within the security world, the notion of
identity is wrapped up with lots of
security jargon, and is described in
terms of authentication, certification,
repudiation, and other such notions.
Let’s put this security jargon on one side
for the time being, and concentrate
on the essential business requirement
for identity.

The essence of identity is that there is
some bundle of data that are supposed
to uniquely identify a subject within
some context.

● The identity establishes a
relationship between an identifier
and a subject.

● This provides the ability to
differentiate subjects – thus
enabling differential access to
differentiated services.

● It also provides the ability to
profile a subject for business or
security purposes. A profile is a
set of data that describes the
subject.

● This in turn provides a basis for
trust in relation to the subject.

Much of the discussion of identity
assumes that the subject is a “user”, or
what the Liberty Alliance calls a Principal.
However, the same requirements can be
expressed for non-human subjects. For
example, a motor vehicle may have an
identity, which is used both in secure
communications with road and transport
infrastructure, and in secure engineering
communications with the manufacturer.

Figure 1 shows some of the types of
subject that might need a secure identity.
Computers, cars, smartcards and
cardreaders are included under DEVICE.
An identity mechanism will often belong
to a particular person, but can also
belong to a role (so that an employee
may have different identities associated
with different roles) or to a group (so that
a family or team can share a single
email address).

In applications from e-commerce to
e-government, much of the discussion
has been focused on the proper
identification of the customer or citizen.
But it is equally important to identify
other parties in the network. A bank
operating a credit card system must be
able to securely identify not just
cardholders, but also merchants and
other banks, as well as devices such as
cardreaders and ATMs. For that matter,
the customer needs some assurance
that he is really dealing with his bank,
and not an intercept website.

With remote services, one of the key
security risks is the “man-in-the-middle” 

between its employees (or other users)
are detectable by other organizations
using these credentials.

For the user, the idea of a single login
and password to a vast range of different
systems from many different service
providers is indeed convenient and
attractive. However, it also represents a
single point of failure for that user’s
identity. If I allow all of my activities,
financial and non-financial, perhaps
across multiple roles, to be dependent
on a single password or supposedly
secure password file, then successful
identity theft could threaten all of these
activities simultaneously.

If this is federation, it is an extremely
limited form of federation. We expect that
WS-Federation will address some of the
complexity of this difficult subject, and
we expect that Trustbridge and other
Microsoft offerings will evolve as the
security requirements mature.

Within the Liberty Alliance, federation
appears to mean two different things.
For the individual user or customer
(the “Principal”), it means creating
a temporary or semi-permanent
association between two or more
identities – representing his relationships
with two or more different service
providers. For identity and service
providers, it means creating semi-
permanent associations between
systems and components.

However, once these associations have
been created, it may be impossible to get
rid of them. Removal of an association 
may introduce risks of repudiation, and
so many systems will be designed
to resist any attempts to remove
associations. Suppose my bank
introduces me to several companies, and
my identity with these companies is



attack, where an agent takes security
credentials from one place and presents
them somewhere else.  We should note
that with web services, there are likely to
be many situations where mediation of
security credentials is a legitimate
requirement, and one of the challenges
for web service security is to discriminate
between legitimate and illegitimate
instances of such mediation. 

For high-risk applications, it may be
necessary to model identity tokens
and signatures as further instances
of DEVICE, since under certain
circumstances these may become
detached from the person to whom they
are granted. For low-risk application,
however, it may be an acceptable
simplification to equate the token with
the person wielding the token.

Identity rules may refer to the
relationships between subjects, as well
as to the subject in isolation. Thus a
motor vehicle may have a secure
identity, and this is used to record a
traffic violation. This violation must
then be transmitted to the person or
organization officially associated with
that vehicle, and ultimately with the

person who was driving the vehicle at the 

time of the offence, with no possibility of

repudiation. Conversely, the profile of the

person owning the vehicle may be used

to grant differential access for the vehicle

to certain services (such as residential

parking or right of way).

A complete approach to identification

and authorization must therefore take

account of the relationships between

subjects, and not the subjects

considered in isolation. This seems to

correspond to business and social

reality, and could be supported by

federated approaches to identity;

however, this aspect of federated

identity has not been widely discussed

to date.

In general, the industry offerings for

identity are pretty basic, and support a

simple model of identity. While this

simple model of identity is adequate for

many purposes, we believe it will prove

inadequate for sophisticated or high-risk

applications. We expect identity offerings

to go through considerable change over

the next 3 years, as the real business

requirements become clear.
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Figure 1: Identity through Relationships

Identity and Data
At present, profiles for both individual
and corporate subjects are widely
distributed around the internet, and
subjects are identified in countless
different ways, using all sorts of
identifiers. From a traditional data
management perspective, such
proliferation has always been seen as
problematic, resulting in duplication,
inefficiency and inconsistency. From a
security perspective, proliferation also
appears to undermine privacy and
security for individuals and companies.

Considerable efforts have been made
over the years to simplify and reduce the
proliferation of data within a single
enterprise, especially in relation to
customer data.

With ecommerce breaking down the
traditional enterprise boundaries, the
proliferation problem now takes on new
dimensions.

On the one hand, companies see their
customer databases as commercial
assets, which they don’t necessarily wish
to share with their business partners. For
example, a travel company may want
to procure insurance for one of its
customers, without handing over the
full customer profile to the insurance
company.

On the other hand, companies may wish
to provide services to a larger market,
without taking on the operational costs
and responsibilities of maintaining
detailed customer profiles. For example,
the insurance company might be happy
that the profile is retained by the travel
company, provided that the overall
process is designed to eliminate
fraudulent claims.

Let’s assume that the insurance
company’s legacy application demands



In a high-risk situation,

such as pilots gaining

access to the cockpit,

it simply doesn’t make

sense to rely on a single

security mechanism.

It is much better to have

a series of security

mechanisms
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a complete profile of the customer. This
will now need to be redesigned, so that
the insurance application can trust a
secure message from the travel
company’s application and take this as
standing in for the complete profile. A
second interaction may be required, to
enable the insurance company to obtain
the profile from the travel company in the
event of a claim. We should normally
expect these interfaces to be generic,
so that the redesigned insurance
application can now accept messages
from any trusted company satisfying
certain criteria.

Such arrangements will be driven by the
business needs and concerns of the
two companies (or types of company).
Many companies will see competitive
advantage in customer data, and will
want to maintain profiles that are
relevant to their business strategies,
while delegating profiles that are better
handled by others. For example, the
travel company may wish to retain travel
preferences and histories, but may be
happy that the credit profile be delegated
to the credit card company.

From the perspective of security
architecture, the key design principle is
to keep the security stakes as low as
possible. If your business does not need
credit records or credit card numbers, 
then why create security problems for
yourself by storing them – or even by
allowing them to pass through your
system? These are data that have high
potential value for other people,
including criminals, but have little or no
meaning for your own business. They
therefore carry high risk and little reward.

Appropriate use of web services such as
Passport or Network Identity allows you
to keep these high-risk data away from 

your own systems, thus reducing your

security costs.

However, delegation requires trust.

Suppose that you are dependent on

another organization determining a

security rating for a customer, based on

a profile that you don’t have access to.

This entails trust for this organization,

which can be decomposed into three

elements:

● trust for the accuracy of the profile

● trust for the correctness of the

algorithm that is used to determine

the security rating (in other words,

the algorithm is fair, relevant and

appropriate)

● trust for the integrity of the

organization (in other words, the

security rating cannot be corrupted)

Traditionally, companies have regarded

these elements of their operations as

secret, and have been reluctant to

publish them. For example, a bank will

not publish the algorithm that is used

to derive a credit rating for a customer,

for fear that some customers will be able

to exploit this algorithm. For some

financial products, such as insurance or

loan products, customers are required

to inform the bank when their

circumstances change but they are not 

permitted to know what data the bank

regards as relevant.

From a security perspective, however,

such secrecy is generally

counterproductive. In cryptography,

security experts argue that you should

publish the algorithm and just keep the

key secret. Kerckhoffs’ Principle states

that, in a well-designed cryptographic

system, only the key needs to be secret;

there should be no secrecy in the

algorithm.
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Bruce Schneier states a corollary of
Kerckhoffs’ Principle - that the fewer
secrets a system has, the more secure
it is. Schneier argues as follows: “If the
loss of any one secret causes the system
to break, then the system with fewer
secrets is necessarily more secure. The
more secrets a system has, the more
fragile it is. The fewer secrets, the
more robust.”

Thus vulnerabilities should be published
and fixed, rather than hushed up.
Security that relies on secrecy is poor
security – you should generally act on the
assumption that hackers and criminal
gangs will be the first to find out
your secrets.

A similar principle seems to apply here.
Sharing the algorithm with your business
partners reduces the risk of mismatch
between the security concerns and
criteria of the two parties, and therefore
reduces the amount of trust that is
required to sustain a business
relationship.

Conversely, if you want to maintain
secrets, you should regard them as
assets to be appropriately valued and
secured. If there are commercially
sensitive algorithms embedded in your 
components and web services, then
make sure your architecture is designed
to protect these from reverse engineering
and other attacks.

Secrecy and Security
Schneier’s corollary to Kerckhoffs’
Principle also applies to personal
security. If my personal identity depends
on maintaining a few secrets, then my
entire life is threatened if these secrets
are published on the web, or derivable
from web sources.

Personal Identity and Biometrics
There are many systems with which
I interact, which deploy various
mechanisms to determine and confirm
my identity. These are typically based on
keys of various kinds – from passwords,
through personal data (such as mother’s
maiden name), to biometrics such as
fingerprints and iris scans. These keys
can be held in various ways – for
example, stored in a person’s brain
or smartcard, or instantiated in a
person’s body.

These mechanisms rely on the secrecy of
the data used. But this secrecy is very
hard to maintain. Every time my
fingerprints, iris or smartcard are
scanned for security purposes, this
captures some data that is used to
identify me. Every time I am called to
the phone in a retail store to confirm my
identity, I am forced to utter some of my
identifying data to the credit card
operator in front of the assistant and
other customers. Every time I use a glass
in a pub, someone has the chance to
record my fingerprints. Over time, I
should expect this data to leak out.  And
given enough time, a really clever
and determined investigator might
even be able to discover my mother’s
maiden name.

These data are also practically
impossible to change – even if I discover
that they have been published
somewhere. I can change passwords,
but I can’t so easily change or repudiate
my iris, fingers or mother. If my identity is
constituted by such identifiers, it must
presumably remain the same throughout
my adult life.

If other people have access to these
data, they can impersonate me. Tsutomu
Matsumoto, a Japanese mathematician

and cryptographer, has recently shown
how easy and cheap it is to fool a
fingerprint scanner by imprinting the
required fingerprint onto a gelatine finger.
Although the vendors of biometric
devices may claim total reliability, such
claims are impossible to prove; it is safer
to assume that any biometric device can
be spoofed – and probably will be.

Purpose of Security
If a secure installation, such as a nuclear
power plant, relies on employee
biometric data to control entry, then what
happens when an employee’s biometric
data are stolen and published on an
anti-nuclear website? Perhaps all
employees are required to wear cotton
gloves and dark glasses when in
insecure places – such as restaurants.
(But of course, this makes them even
more obvious as targets.)

Control is one of the main reasons why
systems attempt to identify people.
Decisions whether to permit or deny
access to some transaction or facility, for
example, typically depend on some form
of identification.

The other main purpose for identification
is audit and traceability. Identification
provides a reliable proof of a person’s
presence or involvement in some
incident, or perhaps a reliable alibi –
proof of non-involvement here or
presence elsewhere.

Impersonation undermines the reliability
of both these purposes. Controls can be
evaded by impersonation; involvement

can be repudiated; alibis can be doubted.

Restoring Security
As we have seen, impersonation can
be enabled by access to the secret
identification keys that are used by
systems to identify people, and this

continues...
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reassert his identity and go about his

normal business without let or hindrance.

Indeed, impersonation may only be

detected at all if there is some

incongruence in the behavior of the

impersonated individual, or an attempt to

repudiate some activity or transaction

carried out by the imposter. In any case,

many systems distrust repudiation, and

therefore systematically discount claims

of impersonation.

Where multiple systems or stakeholders

share the same identification mechanism,

these systems or stakeholders may

expect or manifest some degree of

solidarity against claims of

impersonation, since such claims seem

to threaten the credibility of the entire

scheme. If one system or stakeholder

is open to taking such claims seriously,

the others may view this extremely

negatively.

Assuming that the impersonation is

demonstrated; this leads in turn to a

further repudiation of the key – with

repudiation either by the system or by 

the impersonated individual. (Such

repudiation is often called revocation.)

Let us suppose that an airline has

installed a cockpit security system,

which only allows someone to fly a plane

if his iris scan matches the one on his

license. If a terrorist organization has

stolen the iris scan of a particular airline

pilot, and has issued several of its

members with contact lenses imprinted

with this iris scan, together with forged

licenses, then the system may no longer

be able to accept the iris scan of this

pilot as sufficient identification. The pilot

repudiates his iris scan, as it were. 

However, if this pilot is to continue

working as a pilot – something we may

assume to be of value both to him and to 

the organization – he needs some other
mechanism for gaining access to the
cockpit.

If impersonation undermines my
uniqueness; restoring my identity – and
repudiating the identity theft – reasserts
my uniqueness.

Match Security to the Risk
In a high-risk situation, such as pilots
gaining access to the cockpit, it simply
doesn’t make sense to rely on a single
security mechanism. It is much better to
have a series of security mechanisms,
any of which can trigger an alarm.

If someone in a work situation is acting
strangely, or appears to be under
unusual pressure or distractions, a
colleague might say “you are not yourself
today”. This relies on a highly fuzzy and
informal, but highly powerful notion of
identity. In a well managed safety-critical
environment, such behavior – not being
oneself – might cause a person to be
temporarily reallocated to a less critical
job, or may trigger closer supervision and 
monitoring. Thus security should be 
enhanced when the aircrew work as a
regular team.

The general principle here is that identity
is no longer regarded as monothetic
(dependent on a single characteristic
feature) but as polythetic (dependent on
several characteristic features). The
system no longer regards me purely a
function of my fingerprint or iris scan, but
is able to use a range of alternative
authentication mechanisms.

Firewall systems have a single chance to
intercept traffic, when things attempt to
cross the firewall. Within the firewall
or fortress security model, multiple
authentication mechanisms implies a 
nested fortress, with the higher risk

leads to undermining the control and
audit purposes of the systems that use
these keys.

This raises two related questions – the
security of the individuals whose identity
has been stolen, and the security of the
systems that are threatened by such
impersonation and identity theft.

There are various ways we might
discover that privacy has been breached,
identifiers have become known, and
identity has been stolen. One way is that
an impersonation is detected. Another
way is that personal data is discovered in
“inappropriate” places – for example,
credit card numbers posted on a “rogue”
website. (Note that different stakeholders
may have strongly divergent opinions as
to what counts as inappropriate or rogue,
since norms of appropriate behavior and
operation are often poorly codified and
lack consensus.)

How does a system restore its security
when it discovers that a formerly trusted
person is open to impersonation? One
possible system response is to refuse
ever to deal with this person again – 
because we can never again be sure
whether we are dealing with the right
person or the imposter. This may
preserve system security, but at some
cost both to the person and to the
system in its relationships with people.

Successful impersonation can be
understood as a failure of the system to
discriminate between the genuine holder
of the identity and an imposter. The
identity theft has removed the ability
of the system to make a proper
discrimination. So we can ask: how can
this ability be restored? How can the
system differentiate between the identity
holder and the imposter; and (equally 
importantly) how can the identity holder
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functions protected inside many
concentric firewalls. The immune system
model is much more flexible, and allows
continuous or intermittent identification
of subjects – where any discrepancy may
trigger security action.

There are risks associated with relying on
any single authentication mechanism.
High risk applications will require several
alternative authentication mechanisms,
working in series or parallel. From a risk
management perspective, we need to
consider how a given combination of 
authentication mechanisms deals with
the security risks.

In Figure 2, the identity provider and
service provider are all parties to a
business collaboration, and should
themselves be identified – so they are
modeled as instances of SUBJECT.
Where multiple identification mechanisms
are used to mitigate major or multiple
risks, it will often make sense to use
independent identity providers, to avoid
a single point of failure.

Above all, a federated identity solution
needs to have clear ownership of the risk
– which party is liable for any errors in
identification or authentication. Errors in
identification and authorization may have 

continues...

Authentication Mechanism Firewall 

Password

Token inspection

Static Biometric (e.g. fingerprint, iris scan)

Dynamic Biometric (e.g. reaction speed)

Behaviour Monitoring

✔

✔

✔

✘

✘

Immune

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Table 2: Alternative Authentication Mechanisms

Figure 2: Identification within Collaborations

major financial or even safety-critical
consequences – not just when the
wrong people are granted access to
applications, but also when the right
people are denied access to time-critical
functions. Imagine a physician unable to
issue a prescription for a patient, or a
company director unable to submit a vital
document before the expiry of a
deadline, merely because of some glitch
in the identity service.

Economics of Development
We discussed earlier the example of the
relationship between the insurance
company and the travel company.
From a business perspective, the value
of identity management to these
companies is the extension of the
economies of scale. Business assets
such as data or services can be made
available to a larger community of users
or principals, and this potentially
generates economic advantages.

From an architectural point of view, the
proper way to implement this is through 
a clearly articulated collaborative
structure, in which each collaborator has
clearly defined responsibilities. Security 
may then be distributed in a way that
enhances the overall security of the
collaboration. This approach appears to
be supported by the Liberty Alliance
vision.

Most of the time, unfortunately, this
approach will be regarded as too costly.
If legacy applications assume the
presence of certain data and validation
checks, this approach would entail
changing the business rules to rely on
the checks being carried out elsewhere
by a trusted partner, and refactoring the
legacy systems to bypass these data and
checks. In many cases, it will be cheaper 
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Establishing Requirements for Identity continued...

in the shortrun to procure these data
from business partners, and continue to
perform the checks in the system, even
though this introduces redundancy and
insecurity. 

Microsoft’s Trustbridge appears well
suited to support this shortterm solution.
We look forward to seeing the vendors
provide better support for the longer-
term architectural solution.

Summary
Many vendors place considerable
emphasis on single signon. However,
from a business perspective, this is not
the main issue. What is important is the
ability to delegate or outsource identity,
and the ability to design and manage the
business relationships that will support
this delegation properly. This will call for
architectures that are designed with
security in mind, rather than having
security mechanisms tacked on at
the end.

The value of these identity schemes is
usually assessed from the perspective of
the service provider. It is understandable
that the major vendors have focused on 
the service providers, because this is
where they see their market. The value
for the service user has not been
developed, and is often unclear. Indeed,
if a trading system is managed by a
consortium in the belief that the security
mechanisms are perfect, then any
dispute is likely to be resolved in favor of
the service provider – and this likelihood
establishes a security gearing that works
against the interests of the service user. 
(For example, bank customers who have
complained about phantom withdrawals
from cash machines have been
further penalized by being accused of
attempted fraud.) This prompts the
question: security for whom?

The service provider perspective is also
evident from the emphasis on identifying
the end-user or customer, and neglecting
the equally important issue of identifying
the service providers.

In conclusion, much of the security

provisions at present are based on simple
notions of identity. Many businesses will
find that their requirements are for a
more complex notion of identity than is
supported by these mechanisms. We
aim to develop guidelines for modeling
these requirements, and deploying the
available mechanisms appropriately.
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By Lawrence Wilkes The key to pervasive computing of
course, is not just to embed computing
power into every device, but to have
them communicate in processes either
involving the user in self service or
through automation. Though Internet
and Mobile protocols give us part of
the networking and communications
infrastructure needed, a further layer
is required to enable devices to work
together within an application.
This includes complementary and
overlapping initiatives such as,

● Sun Jini, and Universal Plug
and Play (UPnP) promoted by
Microsoft and the UPnP Forum,
which both offer a way for devices
to discover each other and
communicate 

● XML Web Services

● Open Mobile Alliance, a new
organization formed from the
Open Mobile Architecture initiative
and WAP Forum.

● SyncML, a language for
synchronizing devices and
applications over any network

Along with these, the major software
vendors also typically provide some
form of mobile solution and enterprise
gateway designed to enable access to
information running in enterprise
applications in support of pervasive
computing scenarios.

Networking Infrastructure
Sun Jini
Sun announced Jini in 1999. Jini is a
plug-and-play technology that enables
devices to communicate with each other

In Part II we started to consider the strategies and offerings

of some of the major software vendors for pervasive

devices, focusing on the device side. This month we look

at the infrastructure required to connect them together and

share information, placing a particular emphasis on access

to enterprise applications.

Pervasive Computing III
Enterprise Information Access,
Networking and Interoperability

Market Analysis
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Pervasive Computing III Enterprise Information Access, Networking
and Interoperability continued...

over networks and share services. Once
connected, a Jini-enabled device such
as a printer would advertise its presence
on the network and make its printing
services available to any users without
them having to take further action, such
as installing printers, drivers, etc. Providing
of course, they had Jini compliant
applications to consume them.

Jini uses a distributed object based
approach. As illustrated in Figure 1,
services are registered in a Lookup
Service as a Java type and clients locate
and download the Service object, a
proxy through which they access the
service. As the client only interacts with
the proxy, the network technology used
to access the service, such as RMI,
CORBA or SOAP is hidden. Which of
these technologies is used is the choice
of the service provider when they build
and then publish the service.

Jini and Web Services
To some extent, Jini has been
overshadowed by the arrival of XML Web 
Services. However, they are not quite the 
same, and Jini and XML Web Services

should be able to co-exist and
complement each other. Sun believe so,
and is now positioning Jini as a way of
delivering XML Web Services, but also
continuing to show it as a way of
delivering Web Service like behavior
using existing protocols such as RMI or
CORBA. If XML Web Services hide the
implementation, then Jini goes a step
further by hiding the fact it is even an
XML Web Service.

The Jini architecture illustrated in Figure
1 looks similar in some respects to that
often shown for XML Web Services. It is
not hard to see why Sun keeps saying
they have been doing services for years.
However, it is a distributed object
architecture which requires the exchange
of objects between endpoints, which is a
fundamentally different architecture to
web services, and does not establish
the same level of separation and
independence between provider and
consumer.

Sun argues that Jini was not just a device
strategy, but supported the concept of
software services from the beginning,
and the vision for Jini has now shifted a 

bit towards one more like the XML Web
Services vision of business processes
interoperating via SOAP. However, this
could be a mistake if Jini is perceived
more as an XML Web Services look alike
and competitor, and downplays any
advantages and differentiators it might
have.

Jini’s strength is that it was designed as
a more robust distributed solution than
XML Web Services is so far able to
provide. And Sun is now positioning Jini
as something that users will discover
they need once they get beyond
implementing simple XML Web Services.

The main weakness of Jini is that it is
language dependent (Java), and the
distributed object architecture creates
technology dependencies between
service consumer and provider. Whilst
Sun and other Java evangelists might not
see this as a problem, it doesn’t reflect
the reality of diverse devices. However, in
situations where there is control over
both the consumer and provider sides,
Jini technology would certainly be useful
in providing the common Java language
and object based environment for
developers. Jini’s requirements for a JMV
on the device led also to resistance from
developers of the smallest of devices, or
platforms where providing Java support
would be problematic, or devices that
cannot download a Java object. This is
being addressed via the Jini Surrogate
project(1).

Sun’s main challenge though is that so
far Jini has failed to attract the
widespread industry support that they
found with Java, or that the XML Web
Services camp is finding today.

More information at http://wwws.sun.
com/software/jini/whitepapers/
architecture.html

Jini Community - http://www.jini.org/Figure 1: Jini Architecture
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UPnP – Universal Plug and Play
UPnP has similar objectives to Jini,
enabling devices to advertise themselves
on the network and share services. UPnP
expands on the Device Plug and Play
concept that most will be familiar with in
the context of adding new devices to
their PC, to include the whole network of
devices beyond those connected locally
to the PC. UPnP was initiated by
Microsoft, but is now administered
through the UPnP Forum, a non-profit
making initiative consisting of nearly 500
industry members. The Jini community is
very small in comparison. With Microsoft
(and Intel) promoting UPnP as the way
forward for device and peripheral
connection, most vendors in the wintel
market are certain to follow this route.
Jini cannot counter this argument and
must hope it succeeds in other markets.

Unlike Jini, UPnP does not move objects
around the network, only data – and is
therefore more akin to XML Web
Services. In fact within its protocol stack, 
UPnP uses SOAP for sending control 

messages. This is not surprising seeing
as it has developed alongside XML
Web Services, and with Microsoft’s
involvement. The ‘universal’ aspect
comes from the fact that devices will no
longer require drivers, there is no
dependency on platform or language
created between the service consumer
or provider devices, and its use of
existing, ubiquitous Internet protocols.
Like XML Web Services, UPnP is basically
about communicating in XML over HTTP.

The UPnP architecture consists of
Devices, Services and Control Points as
illustrated in Figure 2. Control Points
search for available Services when
booted, whilst Devices can announce
their Services to Control Points when
plugged into the network. Devices can
have an embedded Control Point to
enable true peer-to-peer networking.
UPnP leverages TCP/IP and HTTP,
layering on top a set of UPnP specific
protocols.

Microsoft provides UPnP support with
Windows ME, XP and CE 4.0, and UPnP 

Figure 2: UPnP Architecture
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devices are now becoming available.
But UPnP is designed to be OS
independent, with an open-source Linux
implementation available.

Microsoft has recently proposed Simple
Control Protocol (SCP) as an extension
to UPnP. This is designed to address the
control over the network of very
lightweight devices such as a light
switch – currently the domain of
standards like X10.

UPnP Forum - http://www.upnp.org/

HAVi - Home Audio Video
Interoperability
Meanwhile the Consumer Electronics
industry isn’t leaving it entirely up to the
computer industry to tell it how their
products should work together. Several
of the largest Consumer Electronics
manufacturers including Grundig,
Hitachi, Matsushita (Panasonic), Philips,
Sharp, Sony, Thomson and Toshiba,
have focused their efforts on protocols
designed to connect hi-fi, television,
DVD, cameras, etc., using IEEE 1394
(Firewire) networks. For example, a
television would automatically discover
what video sources are available, such
as the camcorder in the study as well as
the VCR, DVD and Satellite Receiver, and
present them all as menu options to view
and control from the Television. HAVi
devices have been demonstrated at
several events, though none are yet
commercially available.

The HAVi architecture once again looks
similar with the concepts of Controllers 
and Controlled Devices, Registry
Services, and Self Describing Devices. I
guess there are only so many ways to
skin a cat, as they say.

HAVi overlaps considerably with UPnP
and Microsoft’s plans, and whilst
addressing PC centric requirements has
a strong focus on the Consumer
Electronics space too. Many of the UPnP 

scenarios illustrate  this, and of course
Microsoft is quite keen to blur the
distinction between computing and
consumer electronics and other uses of
home networking. Whereas UPnP and
Jini would make use of existing
networking cabling, HAVi relies on
IEEE1394. However this means they are
dependent on the new IEEE1394b
standard which has only just been
approved. This allows for higher gigabit
network speeds, but more importantly
longer cable lengths that would be
required for whole house networking.

Bridges
The proponents of Jini, UPnP and HAVi
having each set out to create an
open standard (and having declared
themselves as such) have however failed
to establish any common interoperability
protocols, and are now building bridges
to enable interoperability. This is not
surprising, though it is disappointing that
they could not have seen the powerful
effect that the single XML Web Services
standard is having, and instead decided
to merge their proposals into one.

These bridges will be needed to enable
access to a HAVi network via the Internet
for example. No doubt HAVi feel that a
bridge from UPnP or Jini is sufficient, and
HAVi members are also typically members
of UPnP. However, it seems there is
sufficient overlap that they could merge,
with layers from each addressing any
remaining unique needs of each camp.

Currently, the UPnP camp is first to
market with available devices. However,
these are computer and networking
peripherals, not consumer electronics
devices. Networked consumer electronics
devices may well still appear from the
HAVi camp first.

OSGI – Open Services Gateway
Initiative
One useful bridge could be OSGI. This is 

Pervasive Computing III Enterprise Information Access, Networking
and Interoperability continued...
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SyncML, connecting these required
numerous proprietary synchronization
tools.

As well as marking up the version, time,
etc of data to enable synchronization,
SyncML also seeks to provide a common
meta model of information that is
commonly required to be synchronized
such as PIM. As devices become much
more widely used, and mixed
offline/online connections will be
common, synchronization will become
widely used in applications. You cannot
assume that the structure of PIM
information is same on each end – e.g.
when synchronizing Lotus and Palm PIM.
Both need to understand a common
structure for name, address, etc.

Like XML Web Services, SyncML is an
application layer that can be bound to
different transport technologies such as
HTTP, WAP, Bluetooth or IrDA. As well as
being available now in mobile phones
from Sony Ericsson, Nokia, SyncML
support is also available in IBM products
such as Lotus and WebSphere (using
Starfish TrueSync). SyncML.org also
provide a certification program, and to
date, over 80 devices have successfully
passed this.

A new development is SyncML Device
Management (DM), which enables
network and service providers to
administer and manage devices. This is a
thin layer on top of SyncML that again
compensates for the fact that devices
might not always be switched on or
connected, yet operators need to
schedule updates to them. SyncML DM
would help to automate this, and reduce
costs – something operators are very
keen to do in the current climate.

SyncML.org is now looking at how XML
Web Services fit into their domain and
have a charted work group to define

Mobile Web Service Profiles – Looking at
the different application for XML Web
Services in the mobile world, such as
synchronization, location based services,
etc. They will use this to make
representation to other groups like W3C
if they see special or specific needs for
mobile market

Though SyncML would seem a natural
candidate for an XML Web Services
‘make over’, there remains a large
number of devices that whilst XML
capable, cannot necessarily be easily
updated to support XML Web services.
However, to provide a ‘service’ to these
types of devices, SyncML.org plan to
define a server-side XML Web Services
proxy, that can act as a gateway
transforming information available via
XML Web Services into a more
appropriate technology and format for an
existing device.

http://www.syncml.org/

OMA - Open Mobile Alliance
Recently, SyncML.org have announced
their intention, along with a number of
other mobile groups such as the WAP
Forum to join the OMA, a coalition of
numerous existing ‘standards’ and
initiatives. Whilst it makes sense for 
these groups to converge, with so many
vendors bringing their existing pet
projects to the table it runs the risk of
moving slowly towards consensus. So
far, little has been said about their
architectural plans and technology
roadmap, though it is very early in the
process.

http://www.openmobilealliance.org

Role of XML Web Services
It is clear that the network infrastructure
described in Jini, UPnP and HAVi is
service-based. So what is the role of
XML Web Services? With Jini and UPnP 

continues...

designed to provide a common gateway
between the multiple UPnP, Jini, HAVi
and other residential networking
standards, and the multiple broadband
access technologies such as cable, DSL,
wireless, and satellite. However, its
foundation on Java means that whilst
Jini, HAVi, and UPnP members are
commonly also participants in OSGI, not
surprisingly Microsoft is absent.
Consequently, whilst it will no doubt be
labeled an ‘open standard’, we can
expect alternative solutions in this space.

http://www.osgi.org/

SyncML
As its name suggests, SyncML is a
markup language designed for
synchronizing data across devices.
Coming from the mobile world, it is
sponsored by Ericsson, IBM, Lotus,
Matsushita, Motorola, Nokia, Openwave,
Starfish Software and Symbian, and
supported by many others.

SyncML recognizes that in the current
mobile and pervasive market today there
are few genuinely always on, always
connected devices. As such the need
to synchronize data once connected
remains high. But even with wired
devices there will always be some
scenarios where periodic synchronization
is quite acceptable and doesn’t require
real time access to live data – for
example information that changes very
infrequently. 

Though application of SyncML is by no
means limited to this domain, the typical
application would be the synchronization
of Personal Information Management
(PIM) data between mobile devices and
PC’s or servers. In the same way there is
a diversity of devices there is also a
multitude of different dedicated PIM
applications, plus other applications in
which PIM type data is stored. Before
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both able to use SOAP, and UPnP
actually using it in its own stack, the
divide between these and XML Web
Services looks a little blurred.

The separation probably divides
around target audience. The standards
discussed so far are more applicable to
device manufacturers and software
vendors. These are the standards they
will need to implement to enable their
devices to connect to the network and
share their services. Software vendors
writing applications for home control,
multimedia, image manipulation, etc, will
also need to be aware of them. Whereas
those writing business applications –
such as end-user organizations – that run
on top of these devices will more likely
use XML Web Services to communicate.

Imagine a PDA running a sales force
automation application as illustrated in
Figure 3. It uses XML Web Services to
connect to the head office information
servers to find out stock availability and
store a customers order, but it uses 
UPnP to connect to the local network at
the customer’s site and find a printing
service to print a copy of the order for the
customer. The organization authoring the
sales force automation system doesn’t
have to worry about the printing side of
things as that is left to standardized 

UPnP functions, nor the intricacies of
XML Web Services. Though both are
using SOAP, the operating platform
and development tools will mask the
technical intricacies from the developer,
enabling them to focus on their business
application.

Enterprise Access
Strategies
Having looked last month at the
device-side of the vendors tools for
pervasive computing, here we look at the
server-side tools provided by the leading
platform vendors. As well as XML Web
Services support, most of them typically
provide some form of mobile solution
and enterprise gateway designed to
enable access to information running in
enterprise applications in support of
pervasive computing scenarios.

Typically, vendors have supported this
gateway through a variety of products
that front-end all their other server
solutions, rather than embed pervasive
support in them individually. These
gateways have two basic functions,

● Access and consolidate information
from multiple enterprise resources

● Transform information to meet the
requirements of the specific device
to which it is being provided

The gateways often take the form of the
following components.

● Email, messaging and collaboration
server(s) – as well as supporting
various messaging services, they
provide access to PIM and
associated data.

● ‘Mobile’ or ‘Wireless’ server –
usually designed specifically to
meet the needs of mobile phones,
and some PDA’s. Often providing a
multitude of display templates for
different devices, the focus is
often on overcoming the limited
display options of devices.

● Portal – New generation of Web

portal products that are not only

able to serve up information to

devices with web browsers, but

also provide other datastreams

such as XML, and XML Web

Services to support more intelligent

devices.

It is likely that some of these products, or

elements of them, will be overtaken or at

least complemented by standard XML

Web Services capability. However, with

Pervasive Computing III Enterprise Information Access, Networking
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Figure 3: Using XML Web Services and UPnP
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Figure 4 - An ‘enterprise gateway’ supporting all access requirements

separation of device and server software
components, with fewer dependencies
between them. As such, in the long term
there should be a reduction in the need
for different components in the
‘enterprise gateway’ that are dedicated
to the specifics of pervasive devices,
and instead it becomes a single, more
generalized mechanism for all access
regardless of device or protocol.

Vendor Tools
Besides generalized support for XML
Web Services, what specific products do
the vendors provide today to provide
server access to enterprise resources
in support of pervasive computing
scenarios? These are listed in the
table on page 21.

We have not listed the various email,
messaging, and collaboration servers
provided by these vendors except those 
specific extensions that may be

necessary to support the pervasive
computing market.

Nor have we covered the various voice
technologies that are often employed to
provide customers or employees remote
and/or mobile access to information.
Many vendors provide this and it will
continue to be a valuable, though lowest
common denominator approach to
delivering information to the least
powerful of mobile phones for some
time. Though this is clearly limited in
terms of the pervasive computing
scenarios to which it can be applied.

Conclusions
So looking back across the three parts of
this report, what is the state of pervasive
computing, and what is the outlook for
the various sectors?

The key technology challenge at present,
and for the near term at least, is the lack 

an enormous installed base of devices
with very limited processing capability
that cannot support XML Web Services
(e.g. existing mobile phones), most of
them will continue to provide useful
functionality for some time. Even so, it
should be recognized that delivering the
always on, always connected vision
portrayed in Part I of this report is hard to
deliver with last generation devices.

Today, we can combine these products
into an ‘Enterprise Gateway’ as illustrated
in Figure 4. Access products provide the
interface to devices, transforming data as
appropriate, whilst middleware provides
the interface to back-end enterprise
applications, again transforming as
required.

As the communications infrastructure for 
pervasive technologies becomes more
standardized though initiatives such as
XML Web Services, it enables a greater 
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of connectivity. The always on, always
connected vision clearly is not here yet.
As well as the slow shift to 2.5G, yet
alone 3G, it is still only the minority that
has access to always on, wired Internet 
access via broadband. The biggest
impact of this is in the consumer, and
B2C market. The compelling event to
upgrade mobile devices is not yet
apparent, particularly now that many of
the low cost incentives from mobile
operators have largely disappeared.
Most of the new technology being
delivered in the mobile market at the
moment seems to be sold to consumers
as a fashion statement, or high tech
gimmick, and there is little focus on
improving e-commerce, or business
benefits – which is perhaps
understandable. And few consumers still
seem willing to pay an order of
magnitude more for always on
broadband connections when their low
cost occasional usage plan seems
to suffice.

For businesses the equation is different.
If they can prove cost savings, or see
other benefits from having employees
and partners always connected, then
they will justify the investment required.
Having said that, this could represent a
significant cost if as well as connectivity
charges many devices also need
replacing to take advantage of features
that being always connected enables. As
such, approaches such as SyncML, or
message queuing, that improve the
sometimes connected experience will be
welcome. Adding an XML Web Service
proxy on the server as SyncML propose
would also be a useful transition tool
enabling both new and older devices
to coexist.

So far though, few businesses seem to
be putting much effort into improving

B2C via pervasive computing and 
devices. Most rely on their existing
website being accessed via a browser on
a device. However, a few more forward
looking retailers are beginning to offer
XML Web Services as an interface to 
their e-commerce system. For example
Tesco, the UK’s largest supermarket
chain has an XML Web Service interface,
as well as a Pocket PC version of their
shopping catalogue, which together
enable on-line and off-line shopping.

This looks like a classic chicken and egg
situation. Providers are not delivering
services while consumers don’t have the
devices or suitable connectivity, and
consumers will not buy the devices while
there are no services. There is no point in 
buying a self-replenishing refrigerator if
there is nowhere for it to place an order.
Clearly more companies need to follow
UK Supermarket chain Tesco’s lead to
deliver XML Web Services and create the
compelling events for customers.

On the positive side, the technology is
now clearly available. Communications
technology is proven, even if the upgrade
to mobile networks is slow. However,
there is growing use of 802.11 based
wireless networks, and this can be easily
installed in factory or office environments 
to improve B2E or factory automation.
The current generation of devices,
especially PDA’s, are also clearly very
powerful and able to operate in
connected and unconnected modes. 

In some sectors, the embedding of new
technologies discussed in this article in
devices and other hardware will happen 
slowly but surely. For example the

automotive industry looking for additional
ways to entice customers to buy next
years model is constantly introducing
new technology. As can be seen in the 

Pervasive Computing III Enterprise Information Access, Networking
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Update: Windows CE
for Automotive
Microsoft’s technology for the
auto sector was omitted from the
part II of the report as it was
undergoing a name change. It has
now emerged as Windows CE for
Automotive (no great surprise
there). With the announcement,
several auto manufacturers
announced support. The eagle-
eyed amongst you may have
noticed in the illustration in part I
the dashboard of the new BMW 7
Series, which includes Windows
CE for Automotive. It is also
available in the Citroën’s C5 and
Xsara, Mitsubishi's Mirage Dingo,
Airtrek, Lancer Cedia and Chariot
Grandis, Subaru's Legacy
Lancaster ADA, and Volvo's S60,
S80, V70 and Cross Country
models.

See http://www.microsoft.
com/automotive/
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WebSphere Everyplace
Server, Service Provider
Offering for Multiplatforms

WebSphere Transcoding
Publisher

Everyplace Wireless
Gateway for
Multiplatforms v2.1

WebSphere Everyplace
Access

DB2 Everyplace Sync
Server

Domino Everyplace
Access Server

Integrates all of IBM’s appropriate technology and products into a single offering for Service
Providers.

http://www-3.ibm.com/pvc/products/mobile_apps/ws_svc_offering.shtml

Server-based software that dynamically translates web content and applications into multiple
markup languages and optimizes it for delivery to mobile devices, such as mobile phones and
handheld computers. Included in products like WebSphere Everyplace Access.

http://www-3.ibm.com/pvc/products/mobile_sols/transcoding_publisher.shtml

Enables enterprises to extend their existing applications to mobile workers over many different
wireless networks. It supports secure data access by both WAP and non-WAP clients over a
wide range of international wireless network technologies, as well as local area (LAN) and wide
area (WAN) wireline networks.

http://www-3.ibm.com/pvc/products/mobile_sols/wireless_gateway.shtml

Provides both device and server side software infrastructure to enable access and synchronization
of enterprise data, plus PIM and email. Include SyncML Server and DB2 Everyplace Server.

http://www-3.ibm.com/pvc/products/mobile_apps/ws_everyplace_access.shtml

Synchronize data and applications between DB2 Everyplace client devices and enterprise
data sources using the DB2 Everyplace Sync Server and DB2 Everyplace Sync Client. Data
synchronization can be bi-directional or uni-directional.

http://www-3.ibm.com/software/data/db2/everyplace/syncserver.html

Provides Notes and Domino users with the ability to access their Domino-based information from
a full spectrum of wireless and handheld devices. Using wireless data networks, supports WAP
phones, PDA's, handheld computers, pagers and digital phones supporting SMS messaging.

http://www.lotus.com/products/domeveryplace.nsf

Major Vendors Service-Side Tools for Pervasive Computing Enterprise Access

IBM

Mobile Information
Server

Microsoft Mobile
Internet Toolkit 1.0

Enables secure access to Microsoft Exchange Server and enterprise data for mobile users.
Includes WAP and SMS support.

http://www.microsoft.com/miserver/default.asp

Contains server side technology that enables ASP.NET to deliver markup to a wide variety of
mobile devices. These devices include WML and cHTML cell phones, HTML pagers, and PDAs
like the Pocket PC.

http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/device/mitdefault.asp

Microsoft

Oracle9iAS Wireless The mobile component of the Oracle9i Application Server.

http://www.oracle.com/ip/deploy/ias/mobile/index.html

Oracle

Sun ONE Portal Server:
Mobile Access Pack 

Provides the basis for wireless messaging, calendaring, and directory services to WAP-enabled
cell phones and mobile laptop users. Provides WAP, i-mode and SMS support.

http://wwws.sun.com/software/products/portal_map/home_portal_map.html

Sun
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breakout “Windows CE for Automotive”,
a wide range of manufacturers are now
adding this technology.

Interactive Digital TV (IDTV) is another
“slowly but surely” scenario that will take
a decade to reach maturity even in the 
countries that are most advanced in its 
use. It will benefit from government
intervention, with the UK and USA for
example both trying to force the pace of
change in order to free up the airwaves
used by analog television for other
applications. However, Digital TV is
primarily promoted on the basis of
improvements in picture quality and
additional channels, not on interactive
services such as e-commerce. The UK is
the only country that has any noticeable
e-commerce via IDTV, but this is a drop
in the ocean compared to e-commerce
via personal computers, and so far few
retailers are providing any service.
Convergence of TV and computing is a
more likely scenario enabling retailers to
provide their existing e-commerce
applications via the TV if the customers
prefers to use it as the UI rather than a
PC, rather than having to use separate
front end applications as IDTV requires
today. 

As discussed earlier, as manufacturers of
consumer electronics and white goods
add increasing computer power to
control the devices, it is likely the same
hardware will be able to provide
pervasive computing capability for the
same or very little extra cost. Whether
consumers take advantage of these
technologies and network them together
in their homes is perhaps a different story 
– it still needs that compelling event. But 
it is increasingly likely the capability will
at least be there in the hardware they buy
in the near future. For example, UPnP
will likely become ubiquitous not only in

the next generation of PC peripherals
but also in many other devices that are
designed to be connected. UPnP is
also likely to succeed as it can take
advantage of the success of XML Web
Services as it can share some of the
same technology and the universal 
acceptance of XML Web Service
protocols.

Meanwhile, I believe Jini has a harder
time. Though countless millions of
compliant mobile phones will be shipped
in the coming years it is evident that with
a strong UPnP and XML Web Services
presence in the marketplace, the
technology dependence between
provider and consumer created by Jini
will make it difficult for many building
applications, as they cannot rely on both
endpoints being Jini enabled. It will be
easier therefore to rely on bridges from
Jini to UPnP and XML Web Services,
which in turn defeats much of the
argument for using Jini as a distributed
object architecture would not be in place,
so they might just as well use a service
based approach in the first place.

I don’t believe pervasive computing
approaches are solutions looking for a
problem to solve. There are clear benefits
to be gained from automation and
integrating devices into the end-to-end
process to optimize business processes.
Embedded solutions that add the
processing and communications power
to devices to enable this without human
operators is not necessarily that
expensive and offers cost savings in
automated inventory control, remote
diagnostics, and configuration
management.

IBM’s Intelligent Vending Initiative(2) is an
excellent demonstration of this. Simple
functions like a vending machine being
able to communicate its stock levels, 

request replenishment, or enabling the
operator to adjust prices remotely, rather
than having to send a human to check
every day or week, can provide obvious,
immediate advantages for relatively little
extra investment compared to the price
of a vending machine. This approach can
be applied to many areas where dumb 
machines operate today, and again
should be straightforward for business to
cost justify.

Today we are in a period of transition.
Mobile phones and web browsers are
ubiquitous, and have an important role to
play in connecting customers and
employees, but do not deliver the power
and automation that the new generation
of pervasive computing is capable off.
However, it will take time and money to
move the vast installed base and usage
of existing technology across. But
anyone making investments now should
look to the future, as the majority of new
devices are still able to work with the
existing infrastructure, and therefore the
return on investment should be greatly
extended. Unfortunately, the current
economic climate could not be worse,
particularly when the telecom sector, so
central to pervasive computing, is one of
the hardest hit. This ought to encourage
organizations to consider the cost
savings available by increasing efficiency
through automation. However, many will
still baulk at the investment required.

Lawrence Wilkes  lawrence.wilkes@cbdiforum.com

1. http://surrogate.jini.org/

2. There are several demonstrations of scenarios
like these on IBM’s Pervasive Computing site -
http://www-3.ibm.com/pvc/tech/demos/
index.shtml
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By Lawrence Wilkes ComponentSource introduced their
Enterprise Reuse Solution (ERS) in May
2001. In short, this was designed to
enable organizations to catalog their
software assets and make them available
for reuse through the concept of a private
marketplace. This was complemented by
a public catalog of commercial-off-the-
shelf (COTS) components provided for
purchase from ComponentSource. When
we looked at ERS last year(1), we
concluded that is was a good solution for
development organization who operate a
commercially oriented marketplace (i.e.
properly accounting for the transfer of
software assets between divisions,
projects, etc), or in support of a
marketplace operating across many

separate but related enterprises, where a 
3rd party hosted solution like ERS with
marketplace/portal support might be
preferable. ERS was also quite
innovative at the time as it exposed its
functionality via XML Web Services
enabling it to be more easily integrated
into other tools or portals.

As their reuse solution has matured,
ComponentSource have strengthened
their focus on the business rationale for
reuse, hoping to assist users not just in
demonstrating the ROI on their own
assets, but also justifying the acquisition
of COTS components supplied through 
ComponentSource. Reflect this, the
approach is now being re-launched as

Last year, ComponentSource branched out from their

core business of reselling components to provide software

reuse management facilities for enterprise users. This

approach has now matured with an improved process and

a stronger focus on helping customers understand the

business value and ROI of their software assets. In this

report we look at their newly labeled SAVE-IT solution.

ComponentSource SAVE-IT -
Software Asset Value
Engineering Information
Technology

Product Report

continues...
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ComponentSource SAVE-IT - Software Asset Value Engineering
Information Technology continued...

be a high priority. Reuse doesn’t just 
imply in-house developed software, but
also the reuse of COTS components.
However, whilst it seems obvious that the
price paid for a COTS component ought
to be less than the cost of equivalent
in-house development, the actual cost of
COTS components in terms of the effort
to develop and encapsulate has never
been clear. Though there are other
benefits of COTS in terms of time to
market, quality, etc, understanding the
ROI for these components clearly helps
justify their acquisition.

To this end, ComponentSource have
taken advantage of the close relationship
they have with their component authors
to collect data on the amount of code
and functionality in their components,
and what this means in terms of the cost
of development effort and cost saved.
Whilst you can apply an algorithm to
calculate the cost and ROI of internally
developed components based on your
own internal metrics, you need the right
information from the authors before you
can apply it to a COTS component.
ComponentSource provide a spreadsheet
of such data on their COTS components
as illustrated in Table 1.

The spreadsheet takes into account the
following factors

● SLOC – Source Lines Of Code.
Though SLOC is not a totally
accurate assessment, alternatives
like function points are not perfect
either. Most organizations will use
SLOC as a metric and it therefore
at least provides some basis for
comparison. ComponentSource
indicate that the numbers in the
table are prepared to the following
guidelines given to their partners.

- Count functioning lines of code 

- Don’t count remarks/comments 

- Don’t count resource files/
interface definition files 

Software Asset Value Engineering
Information Technology, or SAVE-IT
for short, which represents an
understanding that reuse should not be
considered just a technical exercise for
developers, but a valid business
proposition, where understanding the
value of software assets is paramount to
justifying investment in their acquisition
and reuse.

Though ComponentSource is well known
as a pioneer of the market for COTS
components, it is interesting just how big
an impact their reuse solution has had on
their business. ComponentSource report
that a little over a year since launch, it
has grown to 40% of their revenues.

Partly this reflects the relatively high
sticker price of SAVE-IT compared to the 
average COTS component they sell.
Minimum start up cost for SAVE-IT
including implementation workshops and
consultancy, plus up to 50 developer
licenses is going to cost upwards of
$60k. It also comes from their large-scale
users who are rolling it out in a big
way. ComponentSource offers two case
studies from Georgia Technology
Authority (GTA) who are implementing a
national software reuse initiative across a
number of US States, and the EMEA
region of EDS, who typify the sorts of
organization who stand to make the
maximum gain from reuse. Though this is
not to imply that smaller organizations
won’t benefit too.

Asset Value – Providing
Business Rationale
To justify this sort of investment,
organizations needed to properly
understand the savings they are making,
and this in turn requires a precise value 
of the assets they are using. In the
current economic and business climate,
reducing IT costs through reuse ought to 
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the commercial market an asset’s value
is not going to be determined solely on
the number of lines of code it contains, it
nevertheless represents an important
factor in cost justifying acquisition of an
external component, or reuse of an
in-house one, compared to a project
developing it again from scratch.

These metrics are available to all users of
ComponentSource’s public marketplace,
not just SAVE-IT users.

SAVE-IT
There are three key parts to
ComponentSource’s SAVE-IT approach.

Process
This comprises ComponentSource’s own
open market commercial reuse model
and best practices together with
additional intellectual property they have 
recently acquired from Castek Reuse 

ComponentSource. For example, the
average cost of developing one line of
source code according to Software
Productivity Research(2) and CostXpert(3)

who ComponentSource consulted with is
$36 for C/VC++ and $20 Java. The same
organizations also estimate that it takes
3.5 developer months per 1000 SLOC.

Until now, the metrics for COTS
components has normally been hidden
from purchasers, and ComponentSource
should be commended for bringing this
information out into the open.

Understanding an asset’s value is
obviously essential when productizing a
component. Even where the asset is only 
available on a private internal market,
many organizations will still implement a
charging mechanism for this in order to
properly understand where costs are
being expended, and saved. Though in

- Don’t count conditional
compilation lines that would not
get compiled in the release
executable 

- Don’t count standard header
files provided by operating
systems/or the compiler 

- Do include header files if they
include macros for lines of code

● Language – Java components are
cheaper to code than C/C++
(see below)

● % of component used – how much
of the complete functionality of the
component is actually used. This
is relevant where components
(such as graphics) contain a
multitude of common routines but
only a few of which are used in
any given situation.

You can then apply your own metrics, or
use industry norms supplied by 
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Farpoint Spread

Data Dynamics
ActiveReports

Desaware SpyWorks
Professional

LEADTOOLS
Medical Imaging

Sax ActiveX Basic
Engine

Xceed Absolute
Packager

Dart PowerTCP
SSL Tool

284,091

690,000

529,000

3,215,584

65,000

13,817

l123,843

C, C++

VC++

C++, VB,
.NET

C, C++

VC++

Delphi

VC++

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

28,409

69,000

52,900

321,558

6,500

1,382

12,384

85

207

159

965

20

4

37

$852,273

$2,070,000

$1,587,000

$9,646,752

$195,000

$41,451

$371,529

$479

$499

$379

$3,995

$399

$50

$999

1,779

4,148

4,187

2,415

489

829

372

Table 1: Time and Cost Avoidance of Using Representative COTS Components Source: ComponentSource © 2002

Component SLOC Language
%

Component
Used 

SLOC
Avoided 

Time
Avoided
(Person
Months) 

Cost
Avoided 

1
Developer
License 

ROI
(x : 1)



infrastructure are assessed. A
reuse strategy is established. Finally
a business case is developed

● Capture – An Asset Management
Group is established. The SAVE-IT
Catalog is installed and populated

● Monetize - Deliver measurable
business value by implementing
the preceding. A number of reports
are developed to monitor and
demonstrate results.

Catalog
The SAVE-IT Catalog is
ComponentSource’s hosted XML Web

Business Group. This looks a wise move,
as Castek are well-respected CBD
practitioners that many CBDI subscribers
will be familiar with.

The SAVE-IT process is not about
learning new techniques for software
development or forcing developers to
use any particular method or approach.
Instead it is focused on instilling the
management focus and cultural climate
for reuse into the organization. That said,
the choice of tools, techniques and
technologies can vastly affect the ability
and opportunities for reuse. Part of the
SAVE-IT process will be assessing an
organizations current capability and
suggesting improvements. Ultimately,
both parts need to be addressed. You
will not get maximum value from
software assets without adopting the
right tools, techniques and technology.
And you will not capitalize on the
investment without a proper management
process like SAVE-IT.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the SAVE-IT
consists of three steps.

● Assessment - Provides vision
and strategy development. The
organization’s capabilities and
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Figure 1: SAVE-IT Process Source: ComponentSource

ComponentSource SAVE-IT - Software Asset Value Engineering
Information Technology continued...

Figure 2: SAVE-IT Catalog Information Architecture

Service based repository for software
assets. This supports the notion of a
Public Marketplace – the software
assets available for acquisition from
ComponentSource- together with the
Private Marketplace for the organization’s
own inventory. The prime role of the
catalog is to categorize software artifacts
and compile information about that such
that they are subsequently easy to
locate. ComponentSource make the
point that software artifacts do not
become assets until you can find them
and understand their purpose.

The Product Level, Product Structure
& Object Classification information
architecture illustrated below enables
any software artifact to be catalogued
and turned into an asset, or product.

There are effectively three tiers in the
SAVE-IT Catalog implementation.

1. ComponentSource Servers – The
Catalog Server and the store of public
marketplace components resides on
ComponentSource’s own servers and
is accessed exclusively via XML Web
Services.

2. Customers Private Marketplace – The
customers own store of private
marketplace components sits inside
the organization behind the firewall.



3. Developers Desktop – Finally the
developer accesses the catalog on
their desktop. The best way to do this
would be directly from within the
development tool. This is a potential
advantage of XML Web Services,
though it still requires someone
to do the integration work.
ComponentSource have a plug-in or
direct integration with a number of
tools including

- Microsoft Visual Studio.NET

- Borland JBuilder 6

- IBM WebSphere Studio Application
Developer

- Aonix Select Component Factory

The SAVE-IT catalog can also be
integrated with other repositories to act
as a repository manager, providing a
common view across them. Via XML
Web Services, it is also possible to
integrate it with other tools, application
packages and internal systems in
support of the entire life-cycle.

ComponentSource can go further than
simply hosting the catalog if the
customer requires, and provide an Asset
Management Service whereby they also
take responsibility for testing, loading
and publishing a customers private
assets too. 

A hosted XML Web Service solution
provides customers with a rapid start-up
that requires minimal investment in terms
of the hardware/software requirement. It
also provides an excellent solution for
organizations and project teams who are
geographically dispersed, or for partner
organizations working together in a
project. At the same time, it creates a
dependency on an external 3rd party that
not all organizations will be comfortable
with. However, it should be born in mind

that any private marketplace components
remain within the organization’s firewall,
which reduces some of the risk.

Content
The final part of SAVE-IT reflects
ComponentSource’s main activity
of supplying public marketplace
components. In the public catalog,
SAVE-IT Content provides an expanding
supply of over 9,000 COTS components,
sourced from 700 suppliers. The content
supplied by ComponentSource remains
primarily focused on that sweet spot of
common business and technical
infrastructure components that are
applicable to most organizations and
projects. These provide an excellent
complement to the domain specific
components that an organization would
build in-house and place in the private
catalog.

ComponentSource’s core business is
clearly still growing, as this is well up
from 6,500 components available at the
end of 2001. ComponentSource report
that this market will in their opinion
continue growing as long as they can
bring compelling content to market.
They believe that .NET is also playing an
important role with new components
coming out faster from component
authors than they have seen in the past.

Commercial
As mentioned earlier, SAVE-IT is not a
trivial investment. A typical engagement
begins with a Vision Workshop followed
by a set of immersion, planning &
implementation workshops. This cost of
this depends on the scope of the work,
size of the organization, etc. With
License fees for use of the hosted Web 
Services work on a per developer basis
the price range will be $60K upwards for
1-50 developers. Asset Management
Services would be an additional charge.
Ultimately, the implementation of SAVE-IT
is customizable to the customers needs. 
They may not for example need all
aspects of Process; also there may be
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that investment. 
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somewhere on the network, or by
copying the executable, or its source code,
the functionality that is encapsulated
remains the same. In different types of
organization one of these approaches
will be perhaps more applicable than the
others. Some organizations might have a
single instance of a customer component
for example that is called as a service by
all systems. Whilst others might
duplicate the customer component into
each new system. It does not really make
much difference in terms of the value that
customer component asset brings to
each of the consuming systems. The
need to understand the value of that
asset and measure where the benefit is
gained remains the same.

Perhaps the ultimate target organization
for the SAVE-IT approach is reflected in
the two case studies offered. Both the
National Software Component Exchange
(NSCE) being implemented by US States
and the EMEA region of EDS, are
characterized by multiple instantiations
of the same or similar systems across
numerous locations. The opportunities
for reuse, and the use of components
was already well identified in these
situations. Not only does SAVE-IT help
these customers manage that process,
but importantly it helps them measure
the financial implications and report this
to management.

Lawrence Wilkes  lawrence.wilkes@cbdiforum.com

1. Component Management and Reuse -
Part 2, Solutions. Interact  September 2001.
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/
2001-09/reuse_survey.php3

2. http://www.spr.com/

3. http://www.costxpert.com/

4. http://marketplace.devx.com/
componentsource.asp

5. http://www.developersdex.com/store/

negotiated discounts dependent on the
scope of the engagement. 

To extend sales, Component Source has
also couple of new programs

1. Value Added Resellers. Opportunity for
other organizations to resell SAVE-IT

2. Community Partner Program.
Provides an opportunity for other
organizations to offer SAVE-IT
Content for sale via their own
websites. Provision of XML Web
Services makes it easier for
ComponentSource to offer ‘store-in-
store’ like capabilities to other
on-line retailers or developer-centric
websites. Existing examples include
the DevX Component and Tool
Store(4), and DevelopersDex(5)

Conclusions
So what sort of organization would
benefit from SAVE-IT? The obvious
profile would be the large organization
with multiple significant development
projects. Though reuse can clearly
benefit small organizations as well, the
investment, not just in start up but also
ongoing management costs, required for
SAVE-IT is significant. Though if large
organizations are serious about reuse
and get the culture and the process right,
the resultant savings will easily justify
that investment. Remember that the
benefits of buying COTS components in
terms of time and effort saved is
applicable to all organizations, both large
and small, and the metrics now being
supplied by ComponentSource from
rom their authors should help justify any
acquisition regardless of SAVE-IT.

Whether reuse is implemented by calling
the service of an existing executable 


